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„Mathematics is an alphabet
by which God described the universe”

Galileo



Don’t Finance Anyone Over 27 
The “peak age” for the entrepreneurs is 26.

– Google - Sergey Brin i Larry Page, 

– Facebook - Mark Elliot Zuckerberg

– Apple - Steve Wozniak, 

– Yahoo - Jerry Yang, 

– Skype - Janus Friis, 

– YouTube - Chad Hurley, 

– MySpace - Tom Anderson,

– Albert Einstein - He engineered the theory of general 
relativity and special relativity.



Big Data management
New Information Source

Information Refining



Jobs of Tomorrow Mapping Opportunity
in the New Economy World Economic Forum 2020

• The roles with the highest rate of growth within high-volume jobs 
include Artificial Intelligence Specialists, Medical Transcriptionists, 
Data Scientists, Customer Success Specialists and Full Stack Engineers. 

• Within lower volume jobs, the highest growth is in Landfill Biogas 
Generation System Technicians, Social Media Assistants, Wind Turbine 
Service Technicians, Green Marketers and Growth Hackers



Emergence of clusters of professions 
of the future, 2020-2022

Note
Number of opportunities 
refers to
the number of new 
opportunities
for every 10,000 
opportunities
in the labour market and is
calculated as a compound
average annual growth rate.
Sources
LinkedIn and Burning Glass
Technologies.

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Jobs_of_Tomorrow_2020.pdf



Information technology — Big data
ISO/IEC 20546:2019(en)

• paradigm is a rapidly changing field with rapidly changing 
technologies. 

• implies datasets that are extensive in volume, velocity, variety and/or 
variability. 

• does not, however, represent data that is simply larger than before, 

• extensive datasets could no longer be handled using extant data 
systems. 

• big data techniques represented a shift at that time to use distributed 
data management and processing through horizontal scaling to 
achieve the needed performance efficiency at an affordable cost.

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:20546:ed-1:v1:en



Information technology — Big data
ISO/IEC 20546:2019(en)

• extensive datasets — primarily in the data  characteristics of volume, 
variety, velocity, and/or variability — that require a scalable 
technology for efficient collecting storage, manipulation, 
management, and analysis
• Data - reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner 

suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing. Data can be 
processed by humans or by automatic means.

• Dataset - identifiable collection of data available for access or download in 
one or more formats



3V of Big Data and more

•Volume - large amount of data

•Velocity - high speed of data processing

•Variety - a large variety of data
• Veracity - verification of possessed data

• Value for the user



Understanding Big Data (BD)

• It is not only as the huge collection of information but as the way of 
separated steps of discovering new information about an object - e.g. 
phenomena, processes, organizations, people. 

• It makes a framework that we call - Refining Information. It covers 
management and analyzing rich - mainly textual - sources of 
information about an object.

• The framework emphasizes the fundamental importance of 
identifying and collecting, in an appropriate form, thematic extremely 
large (BD) source data sets. The experience to date shows that their 
size determines the real informational value of Big Data with a wide 
range of research problems. 



English-language articles from DOAJ on urology. 
29,413 articles from 1998 to 2023

Urology. Scientific research objects. Worldhttps://gogolek.pl/iga.html

https://gogolek.pl/iga.html


The ways to use Big Data

• Evaluation of the past, the accuracy of
identification, special incidents,
identification of sentiments (the birth,
lifetime, end time)

• Evaluation in real time, identification
regularities, special incidents

• Prediction – anticipating, special
incidents.To build a model (atom bomb):
https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/

https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/


https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/

https://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/


Big Data Fundamentals

• Power of computers

• Storage – memory

• Flow – connection

• IoT

• Knowledge – how?

Venus de Milo (Aphrodite of Melos)



Computers yesterday, today and tomorrow

• PCs, servers, supercomputers

• Quantum computers - "quantum supremacy". Completion of a 
computational task = quantum computer 200 seconds, by a 
binary/"bit" supercomputer 10,000 years

• Cloud computing



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colossus_computer

Alan Turing's Colossus and his Intelligence Test

• The first digital 
programmable computer

• Used in the UK in 1944 
to crack codes.

• Processing 5000 
operations/sec.



Tape storage

„Monitor”

Paper tape 
reader

Odra 1325
(1973 r.)



Supercomputers

Supercomputers have become a symbol for both technical and 
economic competitiveness. The room-size systems are used for 
complex military and scientific tasks, including breaking codes, 
modeling climate change and simulating new designs for cars, 

weapons, aircraft and drugs. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/08/technology/supercomputer-china-us.html


The Earth Simulator - the fastest supercomputer in 2002



Source: TOP500; XI 2022

May 30, 2022

The 59th edition of the TOP500 revealed the 

Frontier system to be the first true exascale 

machine with an HPL score of 1.102 

Exaflop/s.

Based on the latest HPE Cray EX235a 

architecture and equipped with AMD EPYC 64C 

2GHz processors, the system has 8,730,112 

total cores, a power efficiency rating of 

52.23 gigaflops/watt, and relies on gigabit 

ethernet for data transfer.



Sunway (ShenWei) Taihu Light –
World's Fastest Supercomputer until recently

• With over 10 million CPUs, the Taihu Light isn't just one of
the world's fastest supercomputers, it's also one of the most
energy efficient supercomputers ever.

• 10,649,600 central processing units (CPU), to achieve a
processing speed of 93 petaflops; that's 93 quadrillion
calculations a second, or 2 million laptop computers.

• Built by the National Research Center of Parallel Computer
Engineering & Technology, the Sunway Taihu Light is
operated at the National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi,
China

http://www.popsci.com/there-is-new-worlds-fastest-supercomputerand-it-is-all-chinese



Computers today 
and tomorrow

• PCs, servers, supercomputers

• Quantum computers - "quantum 
supremacy". Completion of a 
computational task: 
• quantum computer 200 seconds, 

• „Bit” supercomputer 10 000 years



Quantum computing

• Quantum computers are machines that use the 
properties of quantum physics to store data and 
perform computations. This can be extremely 
advantageous for certain tasks where they could 
vastly outperform even our best supercomputers.

• Classical computers, which include smartphones 
and laptops, encode information in binary “bits” 
that can either be 0s or 1s. In a quantum 
computer, the basic unit of memory is a quantum 
bit or qubit

What is a quantum computer? | New Scientist

https://www.newscientist.com/definition/quantum-physics/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23631500-600-the-problem-with-the-ultimate-problemsolving-machine/
https://www.newscientist.com/question/what-is-a-quantum-computer/




Globalna chmura
cloud computing

PODWODNE
CENTRUM DANYCH





Chart: Big Three Dominate the Global Cloud Market | Statista

https://www.statista.com/chart/18819/worldwide-market-share-of-leading-cloud-infrastructure-service-providers/?utm_source=Statista+Newsletters&utm_campaign=c3ceedca7d-All_InfographTicker_daily_COM_AM_KW17_2023_Fri&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_662f7ed75e-c3ceedca7d-315401517


Chart: Microsoft's Intelligent Cloud Keeps Soaring | Statista

https://www.statista.com/chart/26065/microsoft-intelligent-cloud-revenue-profit-quarterly/?utm_source=Statista+Newsletters&utm_campaign=f181c234f0-All_InfographTicker_daily_COM_PM_KW16_2023_We_COPY&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_662f7ed75e-f181c234f0-315401517


Cloud Computing for Big Data

• cloud computing

• paradigm for enabling network access to a scalable and elastic pool of 
shareable physical or virtual resources with self-service provisioning 
and administration on-demand

• examples of resources include servers, operating systems, networks, 
software, applications, and storage equipment.

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:20546:ed-1:v1:en



A massive, mainly unstructured  digital data, 
thanks to cloud computing

• The creation of cloud computing has partially reduced the problem of
scale associated with IT infrastructures, by converting these fixed
costs into variable costs and allowing small companies to operate
without owning the physical infrastructures.

• Small companies and private users find it increasingly more
convenient to have their data processed and mined using external IT
infrastructures.



The potential of the memory offline and in the 
network

• The data have become a base for the digital economy, and companies
that want to use them, must consider the budget used for data
storage.

• NAS, as well as creating RAID - becomes the past, e.g. start-ups, such
as Nutanix, or Nimble Storage Pure Storage, offer a more modern
architecture in the cloud.

• Storage systems in the cloud are becoming faster, provide better data
protection, are much easier to scale and more cost-effective
compared to buying NAS drive or RAID.



SaaS

• The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s
applications running on a cloud infrastructure.

• The applications are accessible from various client devices through
either a thin-client interface, such as a web browser (for example,
web-based email) or a program interface.

• The consumer neither manages nor controls the underlying cloud
infrastructure, including networks, servers, operating systems,
storage, or even individual application capabilities, except for limited
user-specific application configuration settings.



PaaS

• The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud
infrastructure consumer-created or -acquired applications created
using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported
by the provider

• The consumer neither managers nor controls the underlying cloud
infrastructure, including network, servers, operating systems, or
storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly
configuration settings for the application-hosting environment.



IaaS

• The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing,
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources
where the consumer can deploy and run arbitrary software, which
can include operating systems and applications.

• The consumer neither manages nor controls the underlying cloud
infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, and
deployed applications; and possibly limited control of select
networking components (for example host firewalls).



The New: Data-as-a-Service

• Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) creates customized structured data
sets from web data and provides you direct access to scalable data.

• DaaS collect and curate data

https://brightplanet.com/data-as-a-service/



routers participating in the connection between Zamość and London before the failure
routers participating in the connection between Zamość and London after the failure
computers

Internet 
Redundant connectivity illustration provided over the internet

BerlinBerlin

`
`



Illustration of a real connection of a home computer in Warsaw 

(ppp) to the server of the Newslink news service, which is 

located in the USA



World Connection Density

http://www.chrisharrison.net/index.php/Visualizations/InternetMap



World City-to-City Connections

Europe

Maszyny komunikują się 
między sobą intensywniej 

niż z ludźmi
I bardziej intensywnie niż 

ludzie między sobą



Storage

Computer memory



The human brain
• A capacity of 50 x 1012 = 50 Tb Treating each

synapse as a bit.

• Estimating the flow of information (conscious):
Vision approx. 5000 bits / sec.

• Other senses of 100 bits / sec. Over the 60 years of
age about 10 terabits.

• Computing power: 5x1015 operations / sec = 5 peta
FLOPS.

• Brain on VLSI: 10x10x32 meters, 10 TB of RAM, 1-10
Pflops.

• IBM Blue Gene in 2005 - comparable computing
power.

http://www.is.umk.pl/~duch/Wyklady/kog-m/01.htm



Digital world
information potential

• 40 times more digital data than stars to observe in the Universe.

• Over the past two years, 90% of global data has been generated.

• The development of analytical skills in the sphere of big data and the 
use of acquired knowledge is defined by a revolutionary phenomenon 
that can mark an era.



Earth

The digital universe of information
in 2020 > 400 columns of books (>40 
Zetabytes) from the Earth to the Sun

Sun

150 
mln 
km

A zettabyte is equivalent to 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1021)



Memory cost/expenses

• For every dollar spent on storage, an 
additional 7 USD you must spend on 
hardware, maintenance and energy.

• The monthly rise in data volume about 50%.



Big Data (BD) = Refining
Information
Introduction



The Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom 
hierarchy as a pyramid

https://www.google.pl/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0ahUKEwj8jpXPrfTSAhXE3SwKHbqiBqsQFgg0MAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fjournals.lib.washington.edu%2Findex.php%2Fnasko%2
Farticle%2FviewFile%2F12806%2F11288&usg=AFQjCNFi0fHJucs0z49m6EO254ceeznBvg&sig2=1iOHMxJndVhJzzNwbZdWDg&cad=rja



Content Curation 

• out of all the content you find on 
the Web – you pass on the most 
valuable stuff for you

• A Content Curator is someone who continually finds, groups, organizes 
and shares the best and most relevant content on a specific issue online.

47



Refining Information (RI) is:

• a transformative new currency for any intellectual activity

• the methods/tools of collecting and analyzing large sets mainly 

of unstructured data

48

Unstructured data (or unstructured information) is information 
that either does not have a pre-defined data model or is not 
organized in a pre-defined manner. Unstructured information is 
typically text-heavy, but may contain data such as dates, 
numbers, and facts as well.



Refining →Data mining 

• Data mining is the most important stage of knowledge discovery.

• After choosing and using appropriate data mining algorithms, 
conclusions from the selected data set are discovered.



The aim of refining 

• The aim: to be able to describe and use refining in order to find
valuable new information.

• In particular - to know how to extract from the BD important
information (entries) on a given subject that describe the subject's
past, present and future/predictions.



Refining  Covers Data Analytics

• Concept consisting of data acquisition, data collection, data 
validation, data processing, including data quantification, data 
visualization, and data interpretation.

• Refining is used to understand objects represented by data, in the 
past, present and to make predictions for a given situation, and to 
recommend on steps to achieve objectives. The insights obtained 
from analytics are used for various purposes such as decision-making, 
research, sustainable development, design, planning, etc.

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:20546:ed-1:v1:en



The results of special analysis of the data can 
provide a new, valuable source of information

• Refining information - this special analysis is the process of obtaining
new data hidden in Big Data (BD). Data mainly available from the Web
(Internet, WWW, Network).

• Refining provides a way of looking from the environment of pure
(RAW) information from the Web into the environment of hidden
information in the large information resources of the Web.



Refining Big Data

•paths of colecting and analyzing Big Data

•path = set of mathematics, logics procedures and 
software tools for analyzing Big Data

•makes it possible to quantitatively investigate a wide
spectrum of raw information on significant human
issues – social, scientific, political, business and
others.

• refining creates a space for new, rich sources of
information and opens innovative ways for research.



Data Processing

• Systematic performance of operations upon data 

• Example: Arithmetic or logic operations upon data, merging or sorting 
of data, or operations on text, such as editing, sorting, merging, 
storing, retrieving, displaying or printing.

• The term data processing should not be used as a synonym for 
information processing.

[SOURCE: ISO/IEC 2382:2015, 01.01.06]



Data

• Reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner 
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing

• Data can be processed by humans or by automatic means.

[SOURCE: ISO/IEC 2382:2015, 2121272]



Steps of refining information. Framework

1. Defining 
the object 
of the 
study

2. Identification 
of thematic 
sources of 
information

3. Collection 
of thematic 
information

4. Data 
Validation

5. Pre-
processing of  
text 
representation

6. Analyzing
and 
extracting
information
about the 
object



The First - Object definition

• The name of the object

• Synonyms and pseudosynonyms - words that describe the meaning of 
an object



Digital resources 

• Digital resources known as Big Data (BD) are massive,
unstructured digital data which exceed the conventional
critical size of registered data.

• Conventional methods of processing them are useless.



Social media is an increasingly pervasive and 
influential information force in modern 

civilisation

• It is a key platform for communication in every aspect of life,
from personal to economic, political, to computing data analysis.

• In the field of investing and data analysis, social media has
become a popular venue for individuals to share the results of
their own analysis on financial securities and provide a wealth
of new data for exploration and exploitation.

• The relationship between sentiment and stock returns is well
documented in numerous studies



Underrated features of information

•All information can and should be captured and stored

• Information can be reused



The new source

• Crossing the threshold of the critical size of collected
information, BD offers an opportunity to investigate, with an
assumed level of significance, a description of the past and
current status of real information, and even predict the
future.

• BD creates a space of rich sources of information for eny of
intelectual human activity.



Sources of the data for refining

These data are created by and are about the individuals who
use social network services (posts, blogs, portals, e-mails or
Internet clickstreams), professional publications (the vast
electronic archive of journals, periodicals, books) cell phone
calls, and other resources of information, especially IoT.



For example
In relation to the past and present, the corpus of millions of digitized
books (https://books.google.com/ngrams) enables us to investigate
cultural trends quantitatively, using collective memory, to find out what
were and what are the most important subjects for the media, e.g. a
growing interest in politics, a disaster, health and language education
or a lowering interest in nature and mathematics education.



http://www.nature.com/news/2008/081119/full/456287a/box/1.html [dostęp: 18.08.2016]

The relative frequency of flu-
related keywords in Google
searches closely tracks flu
statistics in Poland as
monitored by the
government officials



“Culturomics”

• One of the pillars of refining is “Culturomics” -
the study of human language, culture and behaviour by analysing digi
tal texts (= texts stored on computers)

• The emerging field of Culturomics seeks to explore broad cultural
trends through the computerized analysis of vast digital book
archives, offering novel insights into the functioning of human society.

• Using the tools of Culturomics effectively makes it possible to identify
important changes in culture, science and history.

• Refining allows us to see the hidden resources – the secondary
information – of original information (Big Data).

CULTUROMICS | English meaning - Cambridge Dictionary

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/study
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/human
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/language
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/culture
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/behaviour
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/analyse
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/digital
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/text
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/text
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/store
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/computer
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/culturomics


http://www.culturomics.org/

• Explore Cultural Trends @ Google Books Ngram Viewer

• Type in a word or phrase in one of seven languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Hebrew, 
Russian, Chinese) and see how its usage frequency has been changing throughout the past few 
centuries. Addictive.

• Note: the dataset's quality is highest for English between 1800 and 2000. Some more on 
interpretation.

• Download data

• The Google Books Ngram Viewer plots are pretty, but you need the data? Use this application.

• Read the paper @ Science

• We introduce culturomics: the application of high-throughput data collection and analysis to the 
study of human culture.

http://books.google.com/ngrams
http://www.culturomics.org/Resources/A-users-guide-to-culturomics
http://www.culturomics.org/Resources/get-ngrams
http://www.culturomics.org/Resources/get-ngrams
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/early/2010/12/15/science.1199644


All geographic Bin Laden trips included in SWB 
content from January 1979 to April 2011



The base

• During the research, we analyzed thematic content posted on social 
media and  webpages which covered the name of the object .

• A single entry, record or part of webpage downloaded from the 
network for further analysis is referred to using the term "entry".



Attribut of the object

• a feature of an object 
(person or phenomenon) 
that distinguishes it from 
others

• the object necessary part of 
the entry

• some of attributes = 
sentiments



Emotions and mood 
(feelings of happiness or anger)

• There are empirical evidence that political, financial
and others decisions are largely driven by emotions
and mood, and can be identified by social media.

•With the significant rise in sentiment studies, scoring
and measuring sentiment and in particular Twitter
Sentiment Score (TSS) has become a factor of
importance.



Refining reflects the real attitudes of 
Internet’s users 

• In other words we can say that the result of refining content on the
network, especially in social media, reflects the real emotional
attitudes of users and may show their real actions during an election.

• There is a statistical relationship between quantitative measures of
content from the network and the actual, real political preferences
that result in the choice of a particular policy option.



Sentimental analysis

• Another – positively tested – example of refining is using the Internet
to search for emerging threats and challenges using a measure of
public sentiments.

• The size of sentiments (the results of sentimental analysis) can be
used in extensive detail to find the current problems e.g. in business,
science or politics, or even to study moods (through Twitter) or
predict flu outbreaks.



An example of refining –
Elections (2010, 2011)
• Bearing in mind the potential of Big Data and the demand for a new

source of journalistic information, it is worth looking at an example –
the results of some empirical research.

• This research was conducted to assess electoral preferences in
elections on a national scale before the parliamentary elections in
Poland.

• The aim was to illustrate the potential of refining the resources of the
Internet and show how this research method can be used by anyone



To confirm

• The research (elections) confirmed that it is possible to create a new,
reliable data source.

• In an example, (election) refining helped to diagnose the condition and
dynamics of real image information activities of the electoral
committees of the object (e.g. political parties, presidential candidate)
taking part in elections.

• This knowledge would have been a valuable source of information
about the election campaign for the media and, at the same time,
could be used by individuals and groups in other subjects, e.g.
business or science.



Sentiments

• A qualitative assessment was carried out on the basis of the
sentimental analysis. This involved highlighting the special words in the
entries that appeared close to/near any name of political party the
words are recognized as a "sentiments".

• The words which were considered as “Sentiments” are on the list of
affective/emotional words. Words that are extremely positive (e.g.
sure, win, target, car) and extremely negative (blame, fault, war,
difficult) were selected.



Sentiment analysis. An example

• From the Web, the amount of content about a given political party and
trends of changes in the amount of content and the color/tone of
content were examined.

• This was considered to be sentiment analysis as it examined the
quantitative distribution of positive and negative opinions included in
the entries.

• The amount of content was determined based on the total number of
entries in the files collected by the robots. The entries came from
online sources about political parties.



Input data
an example - election

• To know how to prove / confirm the reliability of variables to be used
as a reference for further research.

• The input data for the first stage of refining included all entries related
to the subject (political parties) from forums, blogs, Facebook and
Twitter.

• We acquired over 2 000 000 entries.

• Given the relatively small number of entries on Facebook and Twitter,
the data obtained from these sources were not subject to further
analysis.



Independent, reliable variables

• A significant step in the procedure for making source data useable for
further research was identifying independent, reliable variables. This
provided a reference point for assessing the reliability of the refined
results. These variables were determined to be:
• the number of votes received by the political parties,

• the results of opinion polls from the Polish Public Opinion Research Center
(CBOS).



Reference for the research

• The difference between the numbers of votes obtained by all parties
and the results from the CBOS surveys was calculated.

• The finding - the range of difference between CBOS surveys and votes
obtained by all parties was statistically not important (p <0.001).

• It was assumed that the finding is an accepted form of assessing the
reliability of CBOS surveys.

• The results of CBOS could therefore be a reference for further
research.



Statistically significant correlation between the official survey 
results and the results of refining

• In the first stage of calculations, correlations were calculated between
official/credible survey results (referenced from CBOS) and the results
of refining.

• An example of this is the correlation between the number of positive
and negative entries (sentiments) from the social networks and the
CBOS survey results for all electoral committees.

• The values of these coefficients are statistically significant (0.93,
p<0.001), which shows a statistically significant correlation between
the official survey results and the results of refining.



The reliability of information obtained from refining 

• Based on the positive contributions to the polls and votes, these
results show the reliability of information obtained from refining.

• It confirmed the hypothesis that refining makes ongoing monitoring of
changing political preferences possible.

• Refining can be a valuable source of news information.



Forums and blogs

• Due to the dominant size of the number of positive and negative
entries (sentiments) about the dominant parties in Poland, PO and PiS
(forums - 62 per cent, blogs - 67 percent), further analysis was
completed only for these two parties.

• It shows how important are primary information sources



Relationship between the results obtained from refining and 
the actual results of the vote

• The correlation between the number of votes obtained by the parties
during the election and the numbers of positive entries in blogs
showed a very strong positive linear dependence (r=0.93, p <0.001)

• This proves an almost certain relationship between the results
obtained from refining and the actual results of the vote. The results of
refining can therefore be regarded as a prediction, a reliable source of
information about the expected outcome of the election.



Numbers of obtained votes and numbers of positive entries on blogs
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The number of positive and negative entries

• The results indicated that it would be desirable to calculate the
difference between the number of positive and negative entries.

• The result of this calculation confirmed the significant predictive
power of refining.

• The results of the election could be estimated from the results of
refining (PO won the election).



There is significant progress on sentiment studies 
and social-media



Prediction
Distribution of the differences between number of positive entries and 
number of negative entries (sentiments) on the forums for PO and PiS



Quantitative measures of literature popularity 
ratings based on the example of selected books

Agnieszka Woch [VI. 2018]

The distribution of positive and negative words and 
the rhythm of the novel in the "Books of Jacob"

The distribution of positive and negative words and 
the rhythm of the novel in Morphine

The distribution of positive and negative words 
and the rhythm of the novel in "Never in my life"



The study was based on the analysis of the ratio of the number of positive to
negative words in particular parts of the texts. It was assumed that a regular
"sinusoidal" rhythm would translate into a positive assessment and reading of the
novel. The results so far indicate that such a relationship exists.

Jacob's Books



Attributes 
(education)

correlations shows 
existing and missing



Next example of refining – Media
EXPRESSIONS IN MEDIA STUDIES (MS)

I.2014 -XII 2018, no. 56-75

Atributes frequency
media 8429
polski 3656
publiczny 2723
badanie 2497
informacja 2362
nowy 2308
medialny 2210
dostęp 2077
prasa 2054
społeczny 2052

osoba 2041
dziennikarz 1853

analiza 1772
swój 1708
warszawa 1685
temat 1662
tekst 1609
dotyczyć 1587
radio 1576
autor 1570
treść 1539



Media tag cloud

The font size is 
proportional to the 
number of times the 
attributes appear. 



Words-attributes of  Media that are 
characterized by the largest 
increase in trend over time (chi 
statistics).



Media. The biggest drop 
in interest over the past 
5 years are topics often 
discussed in the media, 
but their citation rate 
has decreased over time.



Opracowanie: Piotr Pruchnik

Trend graph with related words



PricewaterhouseCoopers 

Studia Medioznawcze
Opracowanie: Piotr Pruchnik

Compliance of trends in the media forecasted by consulting companies with the trends of scientific and 
academic circles represented by the quarterly MS

PwC's professional services, including audit and assurance, tax 
and consulting, cover such areas as cybersecurity and privacy, 
human resources, deals and forensics. 

An over-the-top 
(OTT) media service is 
a media service offered directly 
to viewers via the Internet



Forma Liczba
Liczba 
źródeł,

podstawo
wa

wystąpień
na których 
występuje

media 16 762 167 1 477 211

Heatmap / dendrogram
the world of the media AD 2021



6 CONTINENTS OF THE MEDIA 
WORLD AD 2021

szybkość

forma - multimedia
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Multimedia
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6 CONTINENTS OF THE MEDIA WORLD AD 2019

• SOCIAL / SOCIAL

• FORMS OF MEDIA FUNCTIONING

• MEDIA - BUSINESS

• FEEDBACK

• FORM OF TRANSMISSION / INFORMATION

• TABLOITYZACJA / INFOTINMENT



Media islands 
(clusters / clusters)

tsne_100000_80_ 3600_med¡a_monogram_marked



Conclusions from the exploration 
of the media world

• What to invest in?

• What to teach?

• What is being neglected?

• What to research?

• How / what to test?



Other examples of Big Data usability / 
performance (as a function of time)

- Energy and education -



weights of key 
phrases for ENERGY. 
They are expressed 
by the number of 
related source 
materials and the 
number of citations 
as well as the 
assessment of the 
direction of 
changes in key 
expressions in the 
source materials.



Concentration Values (TSNEs) of energy news attributes



Directions of 
changes, 
numbers and 
percentages of 
attributes for 
the reduction 
of suspended 
dust PM2.5



Publication frequency + prediction related to 
the reduction of PM10 particulate matter



pedagogy



Education and 
child



New Technology and 
Education



Education



child



Cloud of 
attributes of 
education during 
a pandemic



• xxxx

Number of articles related to kidney and cancer

Number of occurrences of prostate and cancer related terms



https://gogolek.pl/iga.html

https://gogolek.pl/iga.html




Conclusion



To predict future changes

• The results in the example show the similarities gained by refining the
data about political parties participating in the parliamentary elections
of 2011 and comparing these with the results of public opinion polls
and the official results announced by the National Election
Commission (NEC).

• An in-depth analysis of the distribution of sentiments shows that it is
possible to predict future changes in the estimated value of data.

• Refining Big Data makes it possible to quantitatively analyze a wide
range of original, unstructured information.

• Refining creates a new dimension of a valuable source of journalistic
information.



Lower cost (money, time) of discovering new information

• It is important to emphasize thanks to refining. 

• The cost of acquiring the same information in a traditional way - via 
traditional surveys or journalists - is much higher. 



Monetizing the results of refining 

• One way of monetizing the results of refining is through a data
management platform.

• This is sophisticated software that sucks up, sorts and houses
information, and then spits it out in a way that is useful for marketers,
publishers and other businesses, e.g. as readymade news for the
media.



Big Data is terra incognita

• The important challenge is knowing how to take advantage of it

• improving the methodology for refining and developing appropriate
user-friendly tools (interface) for refining network information and
user-friendly forms of delivering results.


